i-wash
One pole to
rule them all

i-wash
Working many hours cleaning windows with water fed poles
can put a tremendous strain on your body. Working with the
right material can make a huge difference for your health, as well
as help you to work more efficient and safer. Meet i-wash,
a family of lightweight carbon water fed poles and accessories
designed to be the perfect fit for professional window cleaners.
i-wash is the most advanced pole system available on the
market. Its user-friendly, very efficient and versatile due to
its click-on click-off system. i-wash is a plug and play system,
it comes fully assembled so you are ready to go.

User-friendly,
efficient & versatile

Perfect pole
for every job
The rigidity and the weight of the pole
effects your performance. The i-wash family
has three types of water fed poles to
choose from and 2 extensions poles.
Depending on the type of job, your working
hours and the working height, you can
choose the pole to suit your situation.

i-wash Basic Reach
Perfect for a quick start.
Extension Pole
Reach up to 18,5 meters
i-wash Pro Reach
Must-have for working
in high places

Power Wash

i-wash Basic Reach

Extension Pole

i-wash Pro Reach

Power Wash
Best balanced pressure fed
pole on the market

i-suit available
in two versions
for the i-wash and
the Power Wash

Key
features

Modular Extensions

Smart clamps

i-suit

The i-wash is a telescopic and

The hi-tech smart clamps prevent

Using i-wash in combination with

modular concept. You can add or

spinning levers and are designed to

i-suit allows you to work 20% faster

remove extensions from the pole

operate easily & reliably throughout

on bigger jobs without the struggle

to meet your needs. The handle

the pole’s entire life. The clamps

on your body. Reducing the workload

diameter remains the same regard-

allow you to easily extend or

and physical strain by 50%.

less of the amount of extensions

collapse the pole in just seconds.

used. All parts have endcaps
to protect the carbon fiber from
damaging, making them extra durable.

Visual warning

Efficient quick release system

Hose management

Never overextend your poles with

i-wash has a quick release system

The hose is led through the inside of

the visual warning system used at

so you can exchange brushes

the pole so you will never get tangled

the end of each pole.

and accessories quickly and save

up. Removing the hose to change a

precious time on the job.

brush is done in seconds. Pull out the
red locking clip, push the black collar
towards the T-piece, hold it whilst
pulling out the hose and off you go.

i-wash
Pro Reach
Safety
With a reach of up to 18,5 meters
operators can clean windows with
both feet on the ground.

Material
High Modulus 3K carbon fiber

Great rigidity
The Pro Reach is the most robust
shorter pole on the market with great
rigidity even when used with
extensions up to 18.5 meters.

Take it with you anywhere
It’s collapsed size without the
brush is only 1.57 meters
so it can fit in any van.

Extend your possibilities
The rigid and very light extendable
carbon poles will make sure you will
have the right length for every job,
will let you work effectively, and save
time. Extension Part 1 has 3 poles and
gives an extra height of 4.10 m.
Extension Part 2 gives you 1.80 m
extra per pole. The maximum
working height you can reach with
all extensions is 18.5 m.

Agile
& light

i-wash
Basic Reach
Ground level work
With a working height of 9.5 meters
the i-wash Basic Reach is the
perfect pole for ground level work.

Material
65% Carbon fibre

i-wash Basic Reach
The i-wash Basic Reach is
a perfect entry level pole
to get started quickly

Extension
The Basic Reach has 6 pole lengths
starting from 1.57 m to an extended
length of 8.05 m.

Take it with you anywhere
Its collapsed size without the
brush is only 1.57 meters
so it can fit in any van.

Full
control

Power Wash
Work ergonomically
Working height
Maximum working height is 8 meter.

Working with extreme temperatures
The Power Wash can handle
temperatures from 0°C to 100°C.

In combination with the high pressure
tube add-on of the i-suit you are able to
work ergonomically and improve your
work performance. The add-on will also
keep the Power Wash balanced.

Stable
& effective
Cleaning outer walls

Power Wash
The best balanced pressure-fed
pole on the market.

Easy to use
The Power Wash comes fully
assembled, just add the
nozzle to the tip.

With 200 Bar the Power Wash offers a
solution for any high pressure cleaning
task! Easily clean outter walls without
having to use an aerial work platform.

Toolbox for every job
A well-equipped toolbox is
essential for completing different
window cleaning jobs. i-wash has
a solution available for every job,
all combined in one handy toolbox.
The contents of toolbox include
accessories, brushes, goosenecks,
extenders, swivel movement, spray
systems, and spare parts.
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Technical specifications

year

V3.01-20180918

i-wash Basic Reach
6 parts (1 to 6)

i-wash Pro Reach
Parts (1 to 6)

Power Wash

Material

65% Carbon Fibre

100% Carbon Fibre

65% Carbon Fibre

Working Reach

9.5 m

9.5 m

8m

Extended length

8.1 m

8.1 m

6,5 m

Closed Length

1.57 m

1.57 m

1.80 m

Weight

1800 g

1690 g

4110 g

Handle Diameter

37 mm

37 mm

37 mm

Telescopic extension

-

Parts 7 to 9
Pole length 4.10 m.
Working height up to 13.5 m
Part 10
Pole length 1.80m.
Working height up to 18.5m

Extras

Comes complete with FREE 26cm medium soft brush,
Quick-Lock Gooseneck, ‘All Season’ Pole Hose &
Connector.
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